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With the accelerating of the world economy’s globalization and area economy’s 
integration, economic contacts among countries are more and more closely. Now in 
the driving of the new science and technology revolution, industrial transfer among 
countries raised a new high tide in order to grab the tiptop of the world industrial 
configuration. With the main body of the multinational companies and the trend of the 
industrial chain’s wholly transfer, developed countries transfer labor intensive 
industry and capital intensive industry to developing countries, and then form a 
corresponding and cooperating frame in the world. 
Now, Japan and Korea are in the height phase of industrial configuration, and 
emphasizing in high-tech industry. Because of the high labor price and expensive 
ground rent, traditional industries, especially manufacturing business, wish to transfer 
abroad in order to obtain more benefits. At the same time, China is in the process of 
industrialization, needing absorbing large capital and technology. Also, the core status 
of the world industrial transfer provides an available ground for Japan and Korea’s 
industrial transfer. Jiaodong byland is one of the nearest areas from china to Japan and 
Korea, and also has established long-time cooperating relationship. So, it is important 
for us to analyse how Japan and Korea’s industrial transfer influencing byland’s 
industries development and how to avoid the disadvantages and gain benefits in the 
process of transfer. 
The article focuses on how Japan and Korea’s industrial transfer influences 
byland manufacturing base developing and how to carry on industries successfully. 
There are four parts in this paper. Chapter one, starting with the meaning of the 
international industrial transfer, expounds all styles of the industrial transfer, sums up 
the correlative theory analyses of the scholars allover the world, and then analyses the 
directive meanings for manufacturing base in Jiaodong byland to carry on the Japan 















industrial transfer, reviews the relationship among Japan, Korea and China, raises the 
new trend of the former two countries transferring industries to our country in the new 
tide of industrial transfer. Chapter three, analyses the needs and feasibilities of 
establishing the manufacturing base, re-explains the Cobb-Douglas Production 
Function and joins new variables to build a model about the effect of the international 
industrial transfer. Decomposing the effects, it analyses how Japan and Korea’s 
industrial transfer influences the byland’s manufacturing. Chapter four, from the angle 
of industry, enterprise and system, expounds how Jiaodong byland carry on Japan and 
Korea’s industrial transfer in order to drive the byland’s economy. 
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图 1： 雁行形态产业结构演进示意图 
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